
 

Evaluating Websites 
 

Consider purpose.  Is the website meant: 
§ to inform others of new research? 
§ to summarize the current status of a research interest? 
§ to advocate a particular position on the subject? 
§ to stimulate further discussion on the topic? 
§ to entertain? 
§ to publicize or sell a product? 
Can you verify this information any of this information?  If the purpose of the website is confusing or 
unclear, you should look for a different site. 

Consider the credibility of the website: 
§ who is the author/producer of the website? 
§ is the author/producer an expert on the subject?  
§ do they list credentials? 
§ is there an “about us” section?  
§ is there contact information? 
There should be some way to contact the people responsible for the website, usually an e-mail address, 
sometimes a phone number and street address. 

Consider audience: 
§ how is the website viewed by others? 
§ what sites link to it? (You can find out using Google by entering the URL of site) 
§ when using a search engine, what other websites come up?  

Consider the website stance: 
§ what is the tone? Is it serious?  
§ does it contain elements of parody, satire, or irony? 

Consider what type of information you can gather from the website:  
§ are multiple points of view represented? 
§ does the author use OPINION words, such as always, never, least, greatest, best, worst, all, none, 

should, or most? 
§ can the information be verified through other sources? 

Consider when the website was first published and last updated.  Is there a date for:  
§ when the information was first written? 
§ when the information was placed on the web? 
§ when the information was last revised? 
Do the links still work? If not, it may be an indication that the information has not been updated recently. 
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Consider the website location.  Look at the URL: 

.biz business organizations .int international organizations 

.com commercial products / commercially sponsored sites .mil US Department of Defense 

.edu educational or research material .name personal use 

.gov government resources .net networks 

.info unrestricted use .org nonprofit organizations 

Consider the site’s style and functionality.  Is the site: 
§ Designed clearly and logically with well-organized subsections? 
§ Exhibiting a writing style appropriate for the intended audience? 
§ Easy to navigate with back and home icons well situated and clearly situated? 
§ Presenting graphics that clarify the information presented? 
§ Hard to surf with graphics that distract the user and slow down transmission? 
If the site is hard to find the information you need, and especially if it seems that information from one 
part of the website contradicts something else on the website, you may want to try another site. 

Consider the art and images.  When surfing the website, do you notice:   
§ Who created the images?  Is credit given?  
§ If photos have been changed with a photo-enhancing program? 
§ If images in the photos have consistent shadows? 
§ If there are jagged edges?  
§ If the scene in the photo has really happened?  

Consider the quality of the website: 
§ Does the overall design look professional? 
§ Are there any spelling mistakes or other writing errors? 
§ Are there any advertisements? 

Sometimes, there is no good website. 
If you’re having a hard time finding anything for the topic you’re interested in, you may want to look 
elsewhere: in books, magazines, or newspapers. Also, remember that you can always ask a librarian for 
help searching for any kind of information you need. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adapted 
Media Smarts: http://mediasmarts.ca/sites/mediasmarts/files/lesson-plans/lesson_deconstructing_web_pages.pdf 
Multnomah County Library:  https://multcolib.org/homework/research-and-citations 
Virginia Tech University Libraries:  http://www.lib.vt.edu/instruct/evaluate/ 


